I just finished these and while I was painting them I documented the steps that I use to paint German three color camo. My method does not appeal to every one, but it is what I use and like. The paint schema represents an early production version from 3/sPzJgAbt 654 in France in 1944, and features a three-tone camouflage pattern.

I start by prepping the model by cleaning and filing mold lines. The model is unassembled accept for the front fenders, side skirting and jack, which are all glued on. The base coat of 914 is applied with a wide brush (as shown). It will take a few coats to get the proper coverage. To not fill in the zimmerate I paint on the flat surfaces to knock off some of the paint and then with a stoke similar to dry brushing I go over the zimmerate.

After the base coat is on I dry brush 914 Green Orche with 951 Flat White (50/50).
Next I magic wash the road wheels and air brush my camo on the vehicle. I used 71041 Tank Brown then apply 71011 Tank Green. If the Zimmerate is too filled in I apply magic wash to it (didn’t do on these) and then dry brush the 50/50 base coat and white over it.

Next I repaint black (950) on the road wheel rubber, the treads, hatch opening, exhaust pipes, MG and tow cable. (Note the brush in the picture is my magic wash brush, I used a number 4 brush to touch up the black)

Now I dry brush 818 (red Leather) on the treads and exhaust pipes. I go down the length of the treads and across them.
Next I dry brush 818 mixed with 951 (flat white 50/50) and brush it the same way as above (using the brush shown).

Then I dry brush gunmetal (863) down the length of the treads as well as paint the tool heads. I also paint the tool handles Beige Brown (875).

Finally, I glue the treads to the hull. I then black line (technical pen) the vehicle. After which I glue the gun barrel, hatches and crew figures to the vehicle. Next I decal and solvent set the decals. After everything is dry I go lightly over the entire vehicle with 914 (green Orche) and 951 (flat white) mixed 50/50. I do this to blend everything together, go lightly. Finally I dullcoat the vehicle.
I finally got that paper hanger in Berlin to wallpaper the interior of my houses. So here they are.